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Baptcare’s MIcare program has been
operating since 2013 and has enjoyed
enormous success and growth. Since it
began over 250 people have accessed the
program state-wide.
The program supports people who are
referred from Mental Health Services
(DHHS) Tasmania who have been
experiencing ‘severe and persistent’ mental
ill health. It was rolled out in response to a
gap in services that was identified by Mental
Health Services – a gap that left some of
the state’s most vulnerable people without
adequate support.
Feedback on the program from Mental
Health Services statewide continues to
be very positive as a result of the fantastic
outcomes achieved. This includes a
reduction in hospital presentations and
admissions, support for Case Managers
dealing with complex client needs,
and increased independence and
engagement with the community
in the lives of participants.
The MIcare team prides itself on its
communication and collaboration with
both referred participants and Mental
Health Services. Effective collaboration
is a key aspect of the program’s structure,
and we believe it is a major factor in its
successes to date.

Baptcare MIcare staff are now co-located
within Mental Health Services offices
fostering better communication about
current and potential new referrals. It has
also strengthened the program’s profile
and value within the community. I would
like to thank Mental Health Services who
have been so welcoming to our staff and
who work so constructively with the
Baptcare MIcare team to improve the lives
of some of the most vulnerable people in
our community.

Michael Wilson

General Manager
Baptcare Services and Operations

“

It is wonderful
to see firsthand
the difference
that the MIcare
program can make
in peoples’ lives.

We feel incredibly lucky to be a part of an important cultural change in
Tasmania that is resulting in people experiencing complex mental health
illnesses really being heard and empowered to meet their own needs. Being
part of forging new pathways for people with complex mental health needs
is exciting and rewarding for everyone involved.
The impact of the MIcare program has been life changing for over
250 individuals. It is wonderful to see firsthand the difference that the
program can make in peoples’ lives.

Debra Fast
Service Manager Mental
Health – Baptcare Family
and Community Services,
Tasmania

We witness advances that could be seen as small in some people’s eyes but
that have far reaching impact in the individual’s lives. For example, it could
take someone with chronic anxiety who has not left their home for years
six months just to get comfortable with their worker. But when they take
that first step back into the community it is very exciting and rewarding for
the individual, their family and friends, and the MIcare team.
The mental health sector in Tasmania continues to evolve from a medical
model to a person-centred model. The Baptcare MIcare team are proud to
play an important role in this change, working with Mental Health Services
and people accessing MIcare to ensure that those people are heard, and their
needs acknowledged and met where at all possible.
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About the MIcare

Intensive, tailored and flexible
mental health support
MIcare is a state wide recovery based program run by
Baptcare in partnership with the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS). It offers tailored packages
of care to people with severe and persistent mental illness
who are case managed through DHHS Mental Health
Services (MHS).
MIcare provides an outreach service for people between
18–64 years of age, who have severe and persistent
mental illness but do not require 24 hour support.
Due to the effects of their illness they have:
• difficulty functioning;
• frequent presentations to Mental Health Services;
or/and
• frequent and/or lengthy inpatient admissions.
MIcare works one on one with individuals to promote
recovery and identify barriers that are preventing their
progress, recovery or participation in life.
The program offers ‘wrap-around’ intensive support
to help individuals to:
•
•
•
•

find and keep accommodation;
foster independent living skills;
improve social functioning;
improve their overall social and
emotional well-being;
• connect to the community;
• increase independence; and/or
• remain well.
The program is person-centred and strengths-focused,
with individuals receiving care tailored to their specific
needs, goals and situation. MIcare promotes recovery
and is provided with flexibility, equity and efficiency,
engaging not only the direct individuals but also
families, the community and MHS.
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Program snapshot
• Referral to the MIcare program is through MHS
Case Management.
• People can be re-referred to MIcare if required.
• MIcare works in collaboration with the individual
and their MHS Case Manager with their goals and
needs at the centre.
• The program generally runs from 3–18 months
depending on need and recovery.
• From 3 up to 40 hours of support per week
can be provided depending on individual needs
and identified goals.
• Hours and support resources can be changed to meet
the specific, and changing needs of individuals.

“

The MIcare program
is wonderful and they
support the clients so well.
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MIcare supports and encourages individuals to have more
control within their life by identifying services that will
‘wrap around’ them to help meet their identified needs,
and support them towards their recovery goals.
There is collaboration at all points throughout the
individual’s engagement with MIcare. The individual,
MHS Case Manager and the MIcare Care Coordinator
have regular contact, planning and reviews.
The program promotes the continued wellbeing of
individuals; part of this is the development of a strong
relationship between the MIcare Coordinator and the
individual, which also provides the opportunity for
identification and early intervention around symptoms
if they re-emerge.

“The MIcare program is wonderful and they support
the clients so well, unlike any other program. When
MIcare was in its early stages we thought here is
another program, how long will it last and will it
deliver. We are so pleased to say the program is great
and the clients are so well supported once they leave our
facility. MIcare workers are amazing with the clients
and they do all the work supporting clients that we are
unable to do. The program and the workers are a credit
to Baptcare, and the respect they show for clients.
We are all very happy MIcare is available to refer
vulnerable clients to.”
Mental Health Services Case Manager,
North Tasmania.
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Eric’s

“

I’ve been out of hospital
since December 2015, and
with the support of my
MIcare worker I’ve been
able to achieve things that
I never thought I could.

My name’s Eric* and in the early 2000’s I was diagnosed
with schizophrenia while living on the North West
coast. I remember being told that I had a most severe
and heart-wrenching mental illness, and was written
off as incapable – that I would most likely stay that
way for the rest of my life, never to achieve anything.
Back then, I was in constant fear for my life, and ended
up having frequent hospital admissions. The drugs they
put me on would knock me around a fair bit, so I wasn’t
up to doing anything much. I couldn’t concentrate.
I couldn’t remember things that my family would tell
me, and I couldn’t even manage to do what I love most,
which is playing music. On top of that, I had a pretty
heavy marijuana habit, which in hindsight probably
made things worse, but I didn’t realize until much later.
My illness cost me my relationship with my wife and
kids, my livelihood, my music and more or less 15 years
of going back and forth, in and out of hospital.
At one point, I enrolled in a certificate course in disability
support work at TAFE, but I couldn’t focus or keep
up with the workload, so I had to drop out. That was
just about my biggest effort at doing something with
myself through those years. I didn’t have a very good
relationship with services back then, but I did have a
good case manager who worked with me and rang me
up to check on me quite often.
Eventually I moved, gave up the marijuana, and tried to
start fresh with my life. In the beginning it went well
but it eventually turned bad. There was no support for
me out in St. Helens at the time, so I moved down to
Hobart, closer to where my brother lived. My brother
has been a huge support for me, and still is.

Unfortunately, when I got to Hobart I was too scared to
ask for help, which eventually landed me back in hospital
for another three months.
At this time I was referred to MIcare. I’ve been out of
hospital since December 2015, and with the support of
my MIcare worker I’ve been able to achieve things that
I never thought I could.
I go busking in town pretty regularly, I’m recording an
album with my brother, who’s also a muso, I’ve started
studying again at TAFE doing disability support which
led me to find a job a couple of days a week in a group
home. I’m also doing a work placement where I can use
my music to improve the lives of people with a disability.
I’m doing some volunteering every now and then with
Meals on Wheels, and I’m reconnecting with my kids.
I still have days where I struggle a bit, but I’m learning
how to cope better with stress and stay well. Baptcare
have been a great help in supporting me to accelerate
my wellness, and have given me the motivation to put
myself out there and take chances that usually I’d be too
frightened to take. Nowadays, I’m keeping busy, and
it helps me to keep level headed, and hopefully out of
hospital for good. Next year I’m planning on going to
Cambodia on a three month holiday.
*Name changed for confidentiality
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About the MIcare

The Baptcare MIcare team
MIcare Care Coordinators work one on one with the
individual for the duration of their plan. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

working towards wellness;
service coordination;
community integration;
case management;
counselling; and
advocacy.

The MIcare team come from a diverse range
of backgrounds, professions and lived experiences.
This assists with tailored matching of individuals
to workers.

Acceptance and understanding
The MIcare program offers a safe place for each
individual to be heard and feel valued, and to find
purpose and connection within their community.
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Every individual experiences their mental health
differently. The MIcare team work with people
experiencing chronic anxiety, schizophrenia,
depression, bipolar disorder, issues of hoarding
and squalor, borderline personality disorders as
well as additional issues of intellectual disability
or drug and alcohol use.
The MIcare team provides understanding and support
that accommodates these complexities of mental health
as well as the barriers in people's lives.
It is not uncommon for individuals to make the
comment that they have not been listened to nor
been able to make decisions about their lives.
For example, people living with schizophrenia who
experience inner voices have expressed relief that they
can share these experiences and discuss them with their
MIcare worker, while some health professionals are
uncomfortable or change the subject.

“

MIcare was able
to connect her and
support her to start a
photography course.

Samantha finds

Samantha was referred to MIcare after a
long period of being unwell. Samantha had
been isolated, anxious and estranged from
family and friends.
Spending time with the MIcare worker over
a nine month period Samantha’s confidence
increased, allowing her to rediscover her
interest in photography.
Her care plan started with walking to
the letterbox with her worker; gradually
building up to a walk on the beach, where
she had not been for four years. Samantha
had been unable to leave her house due
to her anxiety and depression. Gradually
Samantha worked towards enrolling in a
photography course and as part of her care
plan. MIcare was able to assist in funding
equipment and course costs.
Samantha still experiences chronic
depression but she is able to lift herself and
relate to others and is genuinely enjoying
the learning experiences and connections
she is making with others.
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Flexible

MIcare is unique in that it is structured and resourced
to offer additional time and flexibility for individuals
to build rapport and a strong relationship with their
Care Coordinator.
Care Coordinators take the care and time to support
each individual to feel safe to express their unique needs.
The flexibility of the MIcare model offers advantages
with individual care plans developed that incorporate
the goals and needs of the individual. Care plans are
flexible and change as needed.
For example, if the individual is unwell, the team can
increase the hours of contact to meet their needs. It also
means that as a person works towards their goals, the
intensity of support required can reduce in preparation
for exiting the program.

Flexible and personalised
support – Dean’s story
Dean, aged 36, had dreamt for years
of doing Martial Arts but due to anxiety
never did anything about it. Dean’s MIcare
worker was able to work late and go with
him to his first few lessons to support him
until he felt comfortable in the environment
and group. Dean’s confidence has increased
and he now continues to participate in the
group without needing support.

Start program

MIcare offers support that is scaled
in intensity and hours of service to
meet changing needs of the individual.
Program intensity
/hours required

Towards
recovery

Individual needs

High
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Level of demand

Low

“

My MIcare worker is
the first person in years
who has listened.

Tina’s

“Nobody ever lets me talk about the voices
in my head, my schizophrenia. People are
always changing the subject, or trying to
distract me, even my Mum. My MIcare
worker is the first person in years who
has listened.”
Tina, 40
micare
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Summary
The 2016 MIcare Client Feedback survey had
a high response rate and reflected the positive
outcomes that have been reported.

Quality of Service (%)
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75% of MICARE CLIENTS surveyed rated the
quality of service they received as ‘Excellent’,
with 23% rating the service as ‘Good’.

8
All of my
needs have
been met

Almost
all of my
needs have
been met

Most of my Only a few
needs have of my needs
been met have been met

Over eight in ten clients had ‘all’
or ‘almost all’ of their needs met (86%).
Reasons for unmet needs included
‘I only just joined the program, still
many goals to work on’.

Overall satisfaction
with service (%)

Service helped
to improve situation (%)
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Very satisfied
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Unsatisfied

over nine in ten clients were
‘very’ or ‘mostly’ satisfied with thEir
MICAre service (79%).
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3
Yes they helped
a great deal

Yes they helped
somewhat

No they didn’t
seem to help

Most clients reported that engaging
with the service helped them ‘a great
deal’ (78%).

Overall rating of service attributes
(% strongly agree or agree)

ATTRIBUTE

TOTAL %

I was told that my personal information would be kept confidential

97

My human rights and dignity were respected by Baptcare

95

I was asked for consent to pass on personal information to another service

95

I was listened to and given choices

95

There was not much of a delay before I started to receive my service

93

My needs were understood and respected

92

It was easy and straight forward to contact Baptcare

92

I was given clear information about services available

92

My Baptcare worker developed a plan with me to reach my goals

92

Baptcare made sure I understood my rights and responsibilities

90

I felt empowered to make choices and decisions based on my needs

90

I was offered information and help to access other services

87
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“MIcare is the most
wonderful, flexible program.”
Mental Health Case Manager South

“Just wanted to say a big thank you
to MIcare for helping me get back
on my feet. Things are looking
a lot brighter now.”
Kym, 35
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“The communication from
MIcare is tremendous. They go
out of their way to ensure that
communication between Case
Management, other services and
clients is first rate.”
Mental Health Case Manager South

“I can tell you
things that I
can’t share with
my caseworker
and then I seem
to be able to tell him anyway
without any worry.”
Jane, 23

“You have been so patient and
considerate waiting for me,
how could I not give it a try.”
Sally, 56

“You guys (MIcare) are awesome
and do fantastic work.”
Case Manager Mental Health

“Appreciate the flexible support
that the Care Coordinators have
given to people and the great
difference it has made in the
client’s life.”

“MIcare has been a big help
to me. Really good program.”
Tom, 25

Mental Health Case Manager South

“Nobody has ever done
anything like this for me
before, (purchased a mattress)
I am absolutely overjoyed,
and cannot
thank Baptcare
enough.”
Anna, 54

The Baptcare MIcare
program was nominated
for the Lucy Henry Mental
Health Tasmanian Human
Rights Awards 2016.
The Lucy Henry Mental Health Award
is for individuals or organisations whose
activities focus on promoting, protecting
and fulfilling human rights in the area of
mental health in Tasmania.
Visit http://afairerworld.org

*Names and images changed for confidentiality
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MIcare Program

For more information, contact Baptcare
Family and Community Services:
Northern Region
Level 1, 8 Boland Street, Launceston, TAS 7250
Phone: 03 6323 6700 Fax: 03 6323 6799
Southern Region
Ground Floor, 175 Collins Street, Hobart, TAS 7000
Phone: 03 6283 5700 Fax: 03 6323 6799
Email: tasfamilyservices@baptcare.org.au

Baptcare recognises
the support of the
Tasmanian Government

Baptcare is a customer focused, faith centred and purpose driven
organisation working across Victoria and Tasmania, providing
residential and community care for older people and support
to children, families, and people with disability, financially
disadvantaged people and people seeking asylum.
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